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Chapterr 3 

Optimall  Taxation of Human 
Capitall  and Credit Constraints 

3.11 Introductio n 

Friedmann and Kuznets (1945) were among the first to recognize that human 
capitall  is illiquid and makes bad collateral.1 Therefore, lenders provide funds 
onlyy to a very limited extent to finance these investments. Investments in 
humann capital may be sub-optimally low as a consequence. Credit markets 
imperfectionss can have adverse effects on the distribution of income, economic 
growthh and community formation as some important papers of more recent 
timess suggest. 

Intergenerationall  mobility of human capital is reduced if parents invest 
sub-optimallyy in their children when they cannot borrow the funds to finance 
theirr children's education, see Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986) and Loury 
(1981).. Not only inequality may be increased but also economic activity can 
bee reduced if capital markets fail. If economic growth depends in one way 
orr another on the level of human capital an economy accumulates, credit 
markett imperfects may reduce the rate of economic growth, see e.g. Galor 
andd Zeira (1993) and Perotti (1993). Capital market market imperfections 

1Thiss Chapter is based on Jacobs (2001b). I thank Lans Bovenberg, Casper van Ewijk, 
Ruudd de Mooij, Paul Tang, Peter S0rensen, and Coen Teulings for very helpful comments 
andd suggestions. I also benefitted from suggestions made by participants of seminars held 
att the Tinbergen Institute Amsterdam, CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy 
Analysis,, and the 56-th conference of the International Institute for Public Finance held 
inn Seville, Spain, August 28-31, 2000. 
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cann also contribute to segregation of communities. Poor households may not 
bee able to leave their (poor) communities as their life-time levels of human 
capitall  are too low as a consequence of sub-optimal investments in human 
capital.. Local externalities, taxes, and feedbacks of human capital add to the 
persistencee of income inequality, see e.g. Bénabou (1996a, 1996b), Durlauf 
(1996),, and Fernandez and Rogerson (1996, 1998). 

Empiricall  evidence on the importance of capital market imperfections is 
basedd on the notion that when investments in human capital are constrained, 
theree should be a correlation between parental incomes and education of 
children,, see also Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986). This correlation is found 
indeed,, see for example Bishop (1977), Lazear (1983), Corcoran, Gordon, 
Laren,, and Solon (1992), Kane (1994), and the overview in Haveman and 
Wolfee (1995). However, the correlation between parental incomes and chil-
dren'ss education might not be the consequence of failing of credit markets, 
butt also numerous other factors such as the education of parents. After in-
strumentingg for parental incomes to correct for this bias, Shea (2000) finds, 
thatt parental incomes remain to exert an influence on children's education in 
thee bottom quartile of the income distribution. Plug and Vijverberg (2000) 
alsoo find strong empirical support for the importance of credit constraints 
afterr controlling for the endogeneity of parental incomes.2 

Somee papers suggest that redistributive policies are in general efficient if 
capitall  markets fail, e.g. Bénabou (1996a, 1996b), Fernandez and Rogerson 
(1996,, 1998). The idea is that redistributive polices allow poor agents to 
investt optimally in human capital. However, the intuition for this result is less 
welll  understood. Redistribution generally distorts economic decisions. As 
stressedd by the traditional optimal taxation literature redistribution entails 
efficiencyy losses, see e.g. Mirrlees (1971). In this Chapter we answer the 
questionn why it is so that redistribution is beneficial even if it goes along 
withh efficiency losses. 

Inn this Chapter we analyze optimal income taxation when credit con-
straintss are relevant. Many authors have analyzed the effects of taxation on 
learningg decisions see, for example, Stokey and Rebelo (1995), Milesi-Feretti 
andd Roubini (1998), Jones, Manuelli and Rossi (1993, 1997) and Judd (1999). 
However,, none of these papers paid attention to the consequences of credit 

2Thiss is not uncontroversial, however. Cameron and Heekman (1999) and Cameron 
andd Taber (2000) argue that borrowing constraints are not important. 
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constraints.33 We augment the theory on optimal taxation of human capital 
usingg a model in similar vain as the model in Eaton and Rosen (1980). 

Thee first point of this Chapter is to show that even in the absence of 
redistributionall  concerns the optimal tax schedule is progressive when credit 
constraintss are binding. The intuition is that a more progressive tax sys-
temm redistributes incomes from the old (the rich) to the young (the poor). 
Thee young (parents) face credit constraints so that these are relaxed by a 
moree redistributive tax system and thereby increases investments in human 
capital.44 The latter causes a first-order welfare gain as the learning deci-
sionss were initially distorted. The tax, on the other hand, initially causes 
onlyy second-order welfare losses, as there was no tax to begin with. Con-
sequently,, welfare can be improved as the distortionary tax corrects for the 
initiall  non-tax distortion in the capital market. 

Thee second contribution of this Chapter is to add redistributional con-
cernss to show that the pursuit of equality of incomes yields more equality 
off  opportunity. The latter is defined as the absence of credit market imper-
fectionss so that everyone with sufficient ability is able to invest in human 
capitall  at the same conditions. Both low income agents and high ability 
agentss benefit from a progressive tax schedule. Although, high ability agents 
aree the potentially high income earners, they suffer the most from the credit 
constraints,, ceteris paribus. Therefore, they reap the highest efficiency gains 
fromm a redistributive tax schedule. Bénabou (2000) analyzes the political 
economyy of redistributive policies in a model with human capital accumu-
lation,, heterogeneous agents, and credit constraints. He derives that redis-
tributivee policies that lead to efficiency gains, that is, alleviation of credit 
constraints,, can receive a majority support. The results presented in this 
Chapterr can be interpreted as the welfare economics counterpart of Bénabou 
(2000). . 

Thee third contribution is that we provide quantitative evidence for the 
importancee of credit constraints for the setting of the optimal tax schedule. 
Numericall  calculations indicate that optimum income tax rates are signifi-
cantlyy higher when capital market imperfections are present compared with 

3Nielsenn and S0rensen (1997) is one of the few papers to analyze optimal taxation in a 
modell  with human capital accumulation and liquidity constraints. Notwithstanding that 
theyy reach ambiguous conclusions. The reason is that they study fiscal taxation rather 
thann redistributive taxation. 

4Thee linear tax schedule is a progressive one as the average tax rate increases with 
income. . 
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optimumm tax rates derived under perfect capital markets. 
Thiss Chapter is related to the existing literature in a number of ways. 

First.. Hubbard and Judd (1986) have found a similar result in a model with-
outt human capital formation. They numerically analyze the effects of tax 
policiess in a dynamic model where agents are liquidity constrained. They 
findfind that taxing income progressively mitigates the adverse welfare effects of 
creditt market imperfections on savings. Second, the optimality of progres-
sivee taxation in a second-best world has been found as well in Eaton and 
Rosenn (1980). Uninsurable risks of investments in human capital gives rise 
too a non-tax distortion in the economy. Risk averse agents under-invest in 
humann capital from a social point of view as they require a risk-premium 
onn their investments in human capital. Progressive income taxation is opti-
mall  because agents are partially insured against the uncertain outcomes of 
investmentss in human capital. Third, the typical second-best result of the op-
timalityy of progressive taxation can also be related to the models of taxation 
inn labor markets with frictions, unions, or efficiency wages, see for example 
Bovenbergg and Van der Ploeg (1994). Pissarides (1998). and Sorensen (1999). 
AA progressive tax schedule in these imperfect labor markets moderates wages 
andd improves employment or welfare. 

Thiss Chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and 
individuall  behavior, in Section 3 optimal fiscal policy is derived. Section 4 
discussess some numerical examples and Section 5 concludes. 

3.22 Model 

Considerr a two-period life-cycle model of human capital formation. Wage 
ratess per unit of human capital and interest rates are taken as given.5 A mass 
off  agents with unit measure lives for two periods. Agents are heterogeneous 
withh respect to ability to learn Q and an endowment UJ that accrues to them 
att the beginning of their lives. One may also view the endowment as a 
parameterr reflecting not only financial but also as a monetary short-cut for 
thee value of non-liquid assets such as the network of parents, or the presence 
off  collateral such as houses, that may reflect better access to the capital 
market.. Agents with a higher ability to learn are relatively more efficient in 
thee production of human capital. The higher is u, the more favorable are 

5Thee partial equilibrium model can nevertheless be thought of as the steady state of a 
smalll  open economy in which perfect capital mobility fixes the real interest rate. 
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initiall  conditions. The cumulative joint distribution of a and u is denoted 
byy F(a,u). F has supports [a, oo) and [u_, oo). 

Inn the first period agents decide to allocate their time between working 
andd learning, in the second period they work fully and consume their savings 
(iff  they have any savings). We abstract from an endogenous labor supply 
decision.66 Every agent has one unit of human capital at the beginning of its 
life.. A fraction x of total time in the the first period is spend on education, 
thee rest 1 — x is devoted to working, where the total time endowment is 
normalizedd at unity. We assume that education requires, besides time, K, 
markett goods per year of education. For simplicity, we do not allow for 
substitutionn between time and goods invested in education.7 Total human 
capitall  h is a function 4> of ability a and time x invested in education: 

hhauJauJ = 4>(a\xauJ), (3.1) 

withh 4>a^4>x > 0, 4>aa,4>xx < 0, and 4>ax = 4>xa > 0. The subscript refers to 
thee argument of differentiation. There are positive, but diminishing returns 
too ability and time invested in education. Agents with higher ability levels 
aree assumed to invest relatively more time and goods in human capital accu-
mulationn as indicated by the positive cross-derivative. Diminishing returns 
too investments in human capital ensure an interior solution with a constant 
interestt rate. 

Incomee derived from working equals (1 — t)w{\ — x), where t is the flat 
laborr income tax rate, and w stands for the wage rate. We restrict the 
analysiss to linear tax rates only in order to reduce the analytical complexities 
involved.. Perfectly equalizing differences in wage rates are assumed so that 
wagess per unit of human capital are equal. 

Thee tax authority is unable to observe a and u> so that individualized 
lump-summ transfers are excluded. The non-observability of a is standard. 
Thee non-observability of u is not: we assume that the endowment is not 
subjectt to the income tax. The analysis is qualitatively not affected by this 

6Althoughh the model becomes highly non-linear, we do not expect that qualitative 
resultss change when labor supply is endogenous. We expect that effective labor supply 
elasticitiess go up however. Jacobs (2001a) analyzes optimal income taxation with endoge-
nouss human capital and labor supply with perfect capital markets and finds that optimal 
taxess should be lower since tax distortions are increased by an endogenous labor supply 
decision. . 

Qualitativee effects are not affected by allowing for substitution between goods and 
timee invested in education. 
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assumption.. Two reasons can be given for making this assumption. First, 
parentall  incomes are usually already taxed before the children receive the 
transferss and we do not model the role of parents explicitly. Second, as u 
alsoo reflects non-monetary means, it is hard, if not impossible, for the tax-
authorityy to tax these. Furthermore, the tax authority cannot distinguish 
betweenn income from raw labor and human capital. The latter is the analogue 
too the non-observability of wage rates and hours worked. Consequently, taxes 
onn both human capital and labor are both equal to t. 

Everyy agent might receive a non-individualized lump-sum income trans-
fer,, or negative income tax, g, in both periods of its life. With positive 
transferss g the tax-system is progressive since the average tax rate increases 
withh income. Goods invested in education KX are non-tax deductible. Sav-
ingss s equal total income minus first period consumption C\ and the direct 
costss of education KX. The consumption price is chosen as the numéraire. 
Consumptionn is not taxed. The first period budget constraint is therefore 
givenn by: 

cclaullaul + KXUU1 + sauJ = (1 - t)w(l - xauJ) + u + g, (3.2) 

Inn the second period, income derived from accumulation of financial assets 
iss (1 -|- r)s where r is the constant real interest rate. Interest income is 
untaxed.88 Al l income from human and financial sources is used for second 
periodd consumption c2. Hence, the second period budget constraint is: 

c2au,, = (1 - t)whQU + (1 + r)sauJ + g. (3.3) 

Wee assume that second period consumption is always higher than first period 
consumption.. This is in conformity with reality. The consequence of this 
assumptionn is that the lump-sum transfer affects first period consumption 
moree than second period consumption, so that a progressive tax-schedule, 
entailss redistribution from the old (the rich) to the young (the poor). 

Agentss with low initial incomes are subject to credit market imperfections. 
Thee credit market fails because human capital cannot serve as collateral for 

8Taxess on savings encourage human capital formation because real interest costs are 
lower,, see Heekman (1976). We abstract from the analysis of optimal dual income tax-
ationn where taxes on labor income and capital income are simultaneously optimized, see 
e.g.. Nielsen and S0rensen (1997) for a model with homogeneous agents and dual income 
taxation.. Bovenberg and Jacobs (2001) analyze optimal dual income taxation with het-
erogeneouss agents in a comparable model without credit constraints. Eaton and Rosen 
(1980)) proceed in similar fashion. 
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loanss as individuals cannot sell claims on their future incomes to banks -
slaveryy is abandoned, see Friedman (1962). Moreover, the credit market is 
likelyy to fail as well because of information asymmetries - causing problems 
withh moral hazard and adverse selection in credit markets. Credit market 
imperfectionss can take various forms. For analytical tractability, the common 
assumptionn is made that the credit market imperfection takes the form of a 
non-negativityy constraint on financial savings:9 

ssauJauJ > 0- (3.4) 

Finally,, we do not allow for education subsidies or loans, as in Eaton and 
Rosenn (1980).10 Of course, most governments give education subsidies and 
loanss on a large scale in most developed countries in order overcome problems 
inn imperfect capital markets. A priori there is no reason to exclude these as an 
instrument.. Nevertheless, we observe that, even in the presence of the highly 
developedd systems of education finance, there is empirical support for the 
presencee of liquidity constraints for the poor agents. We could therefore set 
thee level of subsidies at some prefixed level, that is insufficient to eliminate all 
creditt constraints, but this would not affect our main argument. Additionally, 
ourr argument gains relevance in less developed countries where systems of 
educationn finance are not that well developed, and we can expect that credit 
constraintss impose large restrictions to agents to invest optimally in human 
capital. . 

Moreover,, Mincer (1962) and Heekman et al. (1998a) suggest that a large 
partt of human capital formation can be attributed to on-the-job-training. 
Sincee these training efforts are generally not verifiable, subsidies on on-the-
jobb training are hard to target efficiently due to the moral hazard and adverse 
selectionn problems induced by non-verifiable efforts, see also Van Ewijk and 
Tangg (2000a). Training subsidies may therefore not be so effective so as to 
eliminatee all credit constraints. 

Utilit yy u is a concave twice differentiate utility function with positive 
butt diminishing marginal utility of consumption in both periods: 

«(Claw,, c2aw), (3 .5) 

99 It requires a complex model to allow explicitly for uncertainty and asymmetric infor-
mation.. See for example Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) for the analysis of credit rationing in 
marketss with imperfect information. 

10Seee Bovenberg and Jacobs (2001) for an analysis of the simultaneous setting of optimal 
taxess and education subsidies in a similar model as the one presented here. 
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andd uCi,uC2 > 0. uClC1,uC2C3 < 0, uClC2 = uC2Cl > 0. 
Agentss maximize utilit y by choosing consumption c\. c2. and the optimal 

amountt of learning x, subject to their budget constraints, the production 
functionn of human capital and the non-negativity constraint on savings. Since 
thee optimization problem is well-behaved, first order conditions are both 
necessaryy and sufficient. Manipulation of the first order conditions gives the 
Frischh demand equations (see also the appendix): 

c ww = ci [Ai QuJ. A 2 Q J . (3.6) 

C2au;C2au; = C2 [Ai aw, A 2QU; ] , (3-7) 

Alaww — (1 + r)^2au>: sa<^ > 0, 

Aia^^ + ^ > (1 + r)A2au;, sau! < 0. (3.8) 

withh C1:AI .C2,A2 < 0, c\,\2 = C2,A! > 0. where the subscript refers to the 
argumentt of differentiation. Ai and A2 stand for marginal utilit y of income 
inn periods 1 and 2 respectively. \i is the Lagrange multiplier associated with 
thee non-negativity constraint on savings. It is positive if the constraint is 
binding,, and equal to zero if the constraint is slack. In the last case, the 
pricee of period 1 consumption relative to period 2 consumption is simply-
equall  to 1 + r . If the non-negativity constraint is binding, the marginal value 
off  income in period one increases, so that the price of consumption in period 
onee relative to period two satisfies Ax + // > (1 + r)A2. 

Conditionall  demand for investment inputs x in the production of human 
capitall  is written as: 

x x 
Alau ; ( ( l - * ) WW + K) 

77 \ ' a 

A2aa/(11 - t)w 
(3.9) ) 

withh fg < o, R =  XlT2
{
a
(Xi-f)tK)* since $' < °- B>r v i r t u e of t he c o n c a v i ty of 

thee production function of human capital and the complementarity between 
abilityy and x in the production of human capital we may sign dx/da > 0. 
Moree talented agents learn more as their productivity of time invested in 
humann capital accumulation is higher (<pxa > 0). 

Iff  the non-negativity constraint is slack, i.e. when Ai/A 2 = 1 + r, the 
optimall  choice of inputs is not affected by initial conditions as a result of the 
separationn between optimal investment and consumption decisions. Conse-
quently,, we may sign the partial dx/du = 0 if s > 0. Agents with an initial 
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endowmentt u > u° = c\abJ + KX  ̂ - (1 — t)w{\ — x™u) - g are not credit 
constrainedd in the first period. cu, and xu denote optimal first period con-
sumptionn and time devoted to human capital accumulation if savings are 
positive.. Time invested in human capital is thus equal for every agent with 
thee same ability a if agents are unconstrained, although u may differ. 

Sincee binding credit constraints prevent agents to invest optimally in 
humann capital, we can establish that dx/du > 0 if s < 0. Agents have to 
sacrificee future consumption for their investments in human capital. This 
becomess increasingly more expensive in terms of utility as a consequence 
off  diminishing marginal utility. As such, the lower are initial incomes, the 
higherr is the relative price of future income, and the lower are investments 
inn human capital. Prom the definition of UJ° is clear that, either if agents 
aree very poor (low a;) or have high ability (high a) and learn a lot, credit 
constraintss become more important. 

Notee further that taxes distort investments in human capital. A higher 
taxx rate decreases investments in human capital since total costs - foregone 
earningss and goods invested - are less affected by changes in the tax rate, 
thann the returns, in the form of future earnings. If goods were not an input 
inn production of human capital, or were fully tax deductible, the tax rate 
wouldd have no effect on investments in human capital since costs and returns 
aree equally affected by the tax.11 

3.33 Optimal taxation 

3.3.11 Optimal taxation without redistribution 

First,, we show that optimal linear tax rates are positive even in the absence 
off  redistributive preferences and the use of lump-sum transfers. However, 
thesee transfers are not age-dependent which is crucial for our exposition. To 
thatt end we consider a model with a representative agent. There are two 

111 Alternatively, we could introduce a (similar) tax distortion on learning decisions by 
employingg a tax schedule where marginal rates on tax on second period income are higher 
thann marginal rates on first period income as in Nielsen and S0rensen (1997). We could 
alsoo allow for endogenous labor supply in the second period so as to get a tax distortion on 
learningg through the utilization of human capital as in Eaton and Rosen (1980). If taxation 
inducess agents to work less, returns on investments human fall as the utilization rate of 
humann capital decreases. Both modifications complicate the analysis without altering the 
mainn conclusions of this Chapter. 
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instrumentss at the disposal of the government: the linear tax rate on labor 
incomee t and the negative income tax g. The government collects taxes to 
financefinance the negative income tax and a revenue requirement A.12 We assume 
thatt the government can indeed borrow funds at real interest rate r to satisfy 
thee inter-temporal budget constraint. The reason is that the government has 
aa claim on all human capital stocks through the tax system as it is able 
too enforce tax payments. Therefore it can circumvent the capital market 
constraintt that individuals face. 

Thee government budget constraint reads as: 

AA + G = tH, (3.10) 

wheree G = g(2 + r), and H(x) = w(l — x)+w<f>(x)/(l  + r) stands for the life-
timee value of human capital discounted at rate r. It 's analytically convenient 
too work with H{x) as a measure for human capital (or labor income). 

Notee that dH/dG — 0 if the agent is not constrained, since the invest-
mentt decision is not affected by taxes. dH/dG > 0 if the agent is liquidity 
constrained,, since a relative increase in first period income relaxes the credit 
constraint,, so that learning time increases. Due to the progressive tax sched-
ule,, the government allows the agent to transfer resources from second period 
too the first period of its life. Moreover, the lump-sum element has distor-
tionaryy effects as the relative price of current in terms of future consumption 
(A1/A2)) is affected by G. 

Further,, dH/dt < 0 if the agent is not liquidity constrained. dH/dt is 
assumedd to be negative for liquidity constrained agents.13 The tax rates t 
andd lump-sum transfers G are chosen so as to maximize the indirect utilit y 
functionn of the representative agent V(t,G) =  lifc^c^), subject to the first 
orderr condition for optimal learning and the government budget constraint. 
Thee Lagrangian is: 

CC = V + r)(tH-G-A), (3.11) 

122 Revenue requirements are not necessary for our exposition, but we follow common 
practicee here. 

13Theree are two opposing effects operative here. First, there is the negative effect due 
too the tax distortion. Second, taxing income affects second period income relatively more 
thann first period income. Therefore, A1/A2 decreases and learning time increases. We 
makee the (technical) assumption that the first effect dominates the second effect. The 
optimizationn program for the government would not be well defined otherwise, i.e. when 
dH/dtdH/dt > 0. See the appendix for the derivations of the comparative statics. 
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wheree rj  is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the government budget 
constraint.. The first-order condition for the lump-sum element G is: 

wheree Roy's lemma is used: dV/dG — \\. Prom this follows that the 
marginall  costs of public funds (MCPF), defined as 77/A1, are larger than 
unityy since |^ > 0: 

M C PFF = f = — ^ > 1. (3.13) 
Aii  l-tgc 

Iff  there were no credit constraints, we have §§ = 0, and the MCPF equals 
unity.. The marginal costs of funds increase if human capital reacts more 
sensitivelyy to an increase in the lump-sum taxation, i.e. when |^ increases. 
Thee reason is that credit constraints become more tight when the government 
employss lump-sum element to generate revenues. The last expression reveals 
thatt lump-sum finance is distortionary. 

Thee first-order condition for the tax rate is given by: 

^^ = -Ai«;(l -x)- \2w4>{x) +  VH + nt  ̂ = 0, (3.14) 

wheree Roy's lemma gives: dV/dt = — \iw{\ — x) — \2W(j){x). We rewrite the 
lastt expression: 

-Aiw( ll  -x)- \2w<p(x) = -AiH( l - q), (3.15) 

wheree q = (-A  ̂ — ^ j x > 0> and \ = w<f)(x)/H is the share of second period 
incomee in total human capital, q denotes the welfare loss due to the presence 
off  the liquidity constraint, q is strictly non-negative, since with liquidity 
constraintss we have A2/A1 < 1/(1 + r). Using the last result in the first-order 
conditionn gives the optimal linear tax rate: 

11 - i ( l - ^ + ^ W l . (3.16) 
\-t\-t e\ MCPF MCPFt 

wheree e = — ̂  ^ > 0 is the uncompensated elasticity of life-time earnings 
withh respect to the tax rate. This expression has an intuitive interpretation. 
First,, the larger the elasticity of the labor income tax base with respect to 
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thee tax rate, the lower should the optimal tax be, because taxation causes 
efficiencyy losses. 

Second,, the first two terms in the brackets measure the costs of employing 
thee lump-sum element in revenue raising. 1 — I/MCPF is positive due to 
thee fact that the MCPF are larger than unity. The higher are the MCPF, 
thee more costly it is to raise revenues with the lump-sum element as credit 
constraintss become more tight. Therefore, the government relies more on the 
taxx rate to finance revenues accordingly. 

Third,, the last term measures the extent to which the credit constraint 
callss for redistributive taxation. If credit constraints are more tight, q in-
creases,, so that the optimal tax rate on labor income increases. By increasing 
thee tax rate the government allows the agent to transfer future income to 
thee first period of its life. 

Thee intuition for the fact that a progressive tax system is always optimal 
iff  there are credit constraints is as follows. Since there is a non-tax distor-
tionn (credit constraint) in the economy in the absence of taxation, it is always 
optimall  to reduce this distortion through G with the distortionary tax, be-
causee the latter initiall y only causes second order welfare losses, since there 
wass initiall y no tax, whereas the relaxation of the credit constraint causes a 
first-orderfirst-order welfare gain since the learning decision was already distorted as a 
consequencee of the credit constraint. 

Iff  there are no credit constraints, the lump-sum element can be employed 
inn non-distortionary fashion and MCPF equals unity, q is zero as well in 
thatt case. Hence, in the absence of credit constraints, the optimal tax rate 
onn labor income is zero 

Proposi t ionn 1 In the absence of redistributive motives, the optimal tax rate 
isis strictly positive if credit constraints prevent agents to invest opti-
mallymally in human capital. The optimal tax rate t should be higher if: 
i)i)  the MCPF are higher, that is, when the transfer G is less suited 
toto raise revenues as this instrument aggravates credit constraints; ii) 
creditcredit constraints are more important, i.e. q is larger; iii)  the uncom-
pensatedpensated elasticity of human capital e w.r.t. the tax rate is lower. If 
creditcredit constraints are not binding, the MCPF = 1, and q = 0, so that 
tt = Q. 
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3.3.22 Optimal taxation wit h redistributio n 

Inn this section we turn to the more general case of optimal income taxation 
withh heterogeneous agents so that redistributive motives of the government 
explicitlyy enter through the social welfare function. The arguments derived 
inn the previous section can be applied in straightforward fashion to this case. 
Thee appendix contains the derivation. The government budget constraint 
noww reads as: 

OO r<X> 

AA + G = t / HauJdF{a,Lü), (3.17) 

wheree H(xatJ) = w(l — xaLÜ) 4- w(f)(a; xaul)/{\ + r). 
Thee tax rate t and lump-sum transfers G are chosen so as to maximize a 

sociall  welfare function T over individual utilities: 
rocroc noo 

r=r=  / V(Va„)dF(a,uj), tt'>0, tf"<0, (3.18) 

wheree Vau} is the indirect utility function of the agents, subject to the first 
orderr condition for optimal learning and the government budget constraint. 
Differentt assumptions about ^ yield e.g. a Rawlsian objective function or an 
utilitariann objective function (\I>' = 1), see also Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980). 

Prom,, the optimum condition for G we can derive the marginal costs of 
publicc funds, which is now given by 77/A, where A = f™ J  ̂ ^'\\dF is the 
averagee of the marginal social valuation of income: 

MCPFMCPF—x—x = i-s:ht%iF>l- (319) 

Thee interpretation of MCPF is the same as before. The lump-sum element 
hass costs in terms of revenue raising because credit constrained agents learn 
lesss as G is increased. Therefore, G is distortionary finance. 

Too find an implicit expression for the optimal tax rate we define the 
weightedd average uncompensated elasticity of life-time earnings with respect 
too the tax rate: 

66 = ~fOO~rOO „ , „  > 0, (3.20) 

wheree the weights are the income levels of the agents. Elasticities of agents 
withh higher income levels are weighted more because the average distortion 
off  taxation increases if agents have higher incomes. 
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Further,, we introduce the distributional characteristic £ that comprises 
thee distributional impact that human capital has on social welfare, see also 
Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1976): 

ee = - rrfrX^H-'- HH '»': 
Thee term in brackets measures the normalized covariance of human capi-
tall  and the marginal social valuation of income. H = J°° J°° HauJdF{a,u) 
standss for the average human capital, and A is the average social marginal 
valuee of income. The distributional characteristic is positive: £ > 0. The 
reasonn is that ^ 'A l a u; decreases if human capital earnings HauJ increase as a 
consequencee of diminishing marginal utilit y of income, i.e. it becomes so-
ciallyy less efficient to redistribute resources to richer agents, given that the 
sociall  welfare function features diminishing marginal social welfare in utilit y 
off  the agents. Consequently, the term in brackets is negative. 

Iff  the government was not interested in redistribution, every agent has 
thee same marginal social value of income: \I>'Ai = A, which yields the result 
thatt £ — 0 in that case. The distributional characteristic increases if incomes 
becomee more unevenly distributed, or if a greater weight is given to agents 
att the lower end of the income distribution. 

Thee optimal tax rate follows after manipulation of the first order condition 
forr t: 

tt 1 / {MCPF - 1) 

l - tt ËY MCPF \MCPF - - U ++ T ^ ^ - + 7 7 7 ^ , (3-22) 
) )

wheree 1/MCPF = /a°° JJ° V^HdF/r^H > 0 is the income weighted in-
versee of the MCPF. This term weights the welfare losses from employing 
thee lump-sum element with the levels of income. The more high income 
earners,, i.e. the agents with the high abilities, react to decreasing the lump-
summ element, the more the average inverse of MCPF falls, and vice versa. 
(MCPF)(MCPF) = fa° JJ° ^'^iQHdF/nH > 0 is the income weighted social welfare 
losss associated with the capital market imperfection. The more the high 
incomee earners suffer from the credit constraints, the higher the average 
marginall  social welfare loss is above the non-weighted average welfare loss. 

Alsoo this optimum tax formula has an intuitive interpretation. Again, the 
optimall  tax rate on labor income should be lower if the average compensated 
elasticityy of human capital with respect to the wage rate is higher as indicated 
b y e. . 
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Thee first term, £, measures the extent to which the government wants 
too redistribute incomes. The larger is the spread in incomes, and the more 
concavee is the social welfare function, the larger is the distributional char-
acteristic.. Hence, the government sets a higher optimum tax if £ is larger. 
Thee formula clearly shows the trade-off between equity (£) and efficiency (e) 
considerations. . 

Thee second term measures the distortionary aspects of using the lump-
summ element in raising revenues. The more distortionary lump-sum taxes 
are,, i.e. when the MCPF are higher above 1, the higher the government 
shouldd set the tax rate, in order to off-set the distortions associated with 
thee lump-sum element. Since the high ability agents suffer relatively more 
fromm credit constraints, for given u>, because they learn more, the average 
inversee of the MCPF falls relatively more than the MCPF increases. This 
makess that the distortionary impact of employing the lump-sum element in 
revenuee raising is increased. In other words, if more high-ability agents are 
creditt constrained, everything else equal, the government uses less lump-sum 
financefinance and the optimum tax should be higher. 

Thee third term measures the welfare costs of the capital market imper-
fections.. The higher is the average welfare loss, the higher the government 
shouldd set the tax. A more progressive tax therefore alleviates credit con-
straints.. Again, the marginal welfare loss, is aggravated if the relatively high 
incomee earners (due to high ability) are also the ones suffering from credit 
constraints.. This makes that income weighted loss of credit constraints in-
creasess more than the non-weighted welfare loss as credit constraints are 
moree severe. 

Iff  there is a strong correlation between initial income endowments and 
ability,, which is the empirically plausible case, the distortionary effects of 
creditt constraints are lower. The reason is that ceteris paribus high ability 
agentss suffer the most from credit constraints. If these high ability agents are 
alsoo better endowed, the role of the capital market imperfections is reduced. 
Thiss results both in a decline in average MCPF and a decline in the average 
welfaree loss due credit constraints, the last two terms in the tax formula. 
Consequently,, optimal tax rates could be lower if the correlation between 
abilityy and endowments increases. However, a stronger correlation between 
initiall  incomes and ability increases the distributional characteristic, so that 
optimall  tax rates increase on that account. If there were no distortions due 
too capital market imperfections, a higher correlation between endowments 
andd abilities would of course result in higher optimum taxes as only the 
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distributionall  characteristic is affected. 
Iff  there is no income inequality (H equal for all agents), the government 

placess the same value of income on every agent. £ = 0. In that case, the wel-
faree weighted inverse of the MCPF coincides with the inverse of MCPF. and 
thee welfare weighted loss of the capital market imperfection equals q/MCPF 
forr all agents. In this case we have the formula that we obtained earlier in 
thee case of a representative agent, see equation (3.16). 

Iff  the capital market imperfection is absent, there are no income effects 

off  lump-sum transfers, so that MCPF = l.14 Moreover, in that case, q = 0 

soo that ( MCPF) ~ 0 a nd the optimal tax rate equals: 

\-t\-t t 
(3.23) ) 

Thiss is a familiar looking expression in linear taxation models showing the 
trade-offf  between equity and efficiency, see e.g. Dixi t and Sandmo (1977), 
Atkinsonn and Stigitz (1980). or Tuomala (1985). The numerator gives the 
normalizedd covariance of the marginal utilit y of income and earnings and the 
denominatorr gives the average compensated elasticity. In contrast with the 
casee of a representative agent, the optimum tax remains to be positive even if 
capitall  markets are perfect, The reason is that there is still income inequality 
duee to differences in ability, so that the government wants to redistribute 
incomes. . 

Propos i t ionn 2 In the presence of redistributive motives, the optimal tax 
raterate is strictly positive, whether credit constraints prevent agents so in-
vestvest optimally in human capital or not. The optimal tax rate t should 
bebe higher if: i) the MCPF are higher, that is, when the transfer G is 
lessless suited to raise revenues as this instrument aggravates credit con-
straints;straints; ii) credit constraints are more severe, i.e. q is large; Hi) the 
averageaverage uncompensated elasticity i of human capital w.r.t. the tax rate 
isis lower; iv) if the government attaches greater weight to income equal-
ity,ity, so that £ is higher. If credit constraints are not binding for all 
agentsagents we have that MCPF = 1, and q = 0. so that the tax rate t is 

14I tt might seem surprising that in the last case the MCPF are unity even if taxation is 
distortionary.. There is, however, nothing intrinsically special to this case. In Atkinson's 
(1995)) analysis where optimal linear taxation of income is analyzed in a model with en-
dogenouss labor supply, and preferences are such that income effects are absent - as in our 
analysiss in the absence of credit constraints -, the MCPF are unity as well. 
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determineddetermined only by the distributional characteristic £ and the elasticity 
8. 8. 

3.44 Numerical examples 

Thiss section considers some numerical examples of the optimal tax rates. The 
mainn focus in our calculations is on effects of credit constraints on optimum 
taxx rates. The method employed here stems from Stern (1976). At forehand 
mustt be noted that these results should be interpreted with caution since 
theree is a large number of (unknown) parameters involved. 

Wee make two simplifying assumptions so as to solve the model analytically 
forr the consumers in the cases where capital market imperfections are either 
presentt or absent, see the appendix.15 First, we assume that the tax code 
iss such that only in the first period a lump-sum transfer is given. This 
assumptionn can be justified if the share of the second period transfer in total 
secondd period income is low, which is not unreasonable. Second, the utilit y 
functionn is logarithmic, i.e. with an elasticity of substitution equal to unity: 

u(ciu(ci,, c2) = In c\ + In c2, (3.24) 

Thee production function of human capital is assumed to be Cobb-Douglas: 

<fi(a,x)=Aa<fi(a,x)=Aappxx11,, (3.25) 

wheree A > 0 is the exogenous productivity of learning. The Cobb-Douglas 
functionn is used in almost the entire human capital literature, see e.g. Weiss 
(1986)) or Trostel (1993). j3 is the elasticity of ability in learning and is 
calibratedd to give a realistic spread in learning time. 

Thee social welfare function is a Samuelson-Bergson utilit y function with 
aa constant elasticity of inequality aversion v: 

poopoo poo \rl—v -i 

r == / / —-—- dF(a,u). (3.26) 

Iff  v = 0 the social welfare function is utilitarian, if v = oc the social welfare 
functionn is Rawlsian, see also Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980). 

15Thiss is done for computational convenience because the model may very easily become 
veryy complex to solve numerically. 
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Thee joint density of ability and endowment incomes is assumed to be 
bivariatee log-normal with means pa, p,^, standard deviations crQ, er ,̂ and 
correlationn paw\ 

(lnQ,lnu;)) ~ AT[^Q,/zw, CTQ, au, pau!}. (3.27) 

Thee reason for assuming this distribution is that the income distribution is 
approximatelyy log-normal. In order to generate a log-normal income distri-
bution,, abilities must be log-normally distributed.16 Initial endowments are 
alsoo likely to be drawn from a log-normal income distribution since parental 
incomess are also approximately log-normally distributed. Moreover, the joint 
normall  distribution allows us to construct an artificial data-set in an easy 
way:: for each pair (a:u) we can compute the density f (a, LJ) by conditioning 
u>u> on a.17 

Eachh period is thought of lasting 30 years. The interest rate is set at 
rr = 5 which corresponds to approximately 5.4% per year. Wage rates per 
unitt of human capital w are harmlessly normalized at unity. Taxes are solely 
redistributivee because the government revenue requirement is set at A = 0. 
Thee pure rate of time preference p is set at zero. The social welfare function 
iss utilitarian, so that v = 0. 

Directt costs of education are set at K — .5 which is half of the wage rate. 
Therefore,, direct costs make up for 1/3 of total costs per year of education. 
Beckerr (1964) and Boskin (1975) argue that direct costs make up for 1/4 of 
totall  costs of education. We use a somewhat higher value here.18 

Thee elasticity of time in learning is set at 7 = .4. After reviewing the 
literaturee extensively, Trostel (1993) sets this elasticity at .45. The elasticity 
off  ability is set at (3 — .5. If the elasticity of ability in the production 
functionn for human capital is higher, investments in human capital rapidly 
divergee between ability groups; varying other parameters often give corner 
solutionss which we want to avoid. 

16Alternatively,, one may draw ability from a normal distribution and write the produc-
tionn function for human capital as: <t>{a,x) — Aexpfapx7. 

17Wee constructed an artificial data-set based on 10x10=100 observations representing 
thee deciles for ability and initial income endowments. 

18AA reason to justify this value is that we ignored an endogenous labor supply decision 
thatt might affect incentives to learn. If taxation reduces labor supply, returns on invest-
mentss in human capital fall, so that taxation reduces the utilization rate of human capital. 
Byy increasing the value of the direct cost parameter we potentially correct for a too low 
impactt of taxation on learning incentives due to ignored labor supply effects. 
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Tablee 3.1: Optimal tax rates (%) 

7 7 
0.1 1 
0.2 2 
0.3 3 
0.4 4 
0.5 5 
0.6 6 

Mww = 

ttu u 

39.4 4 
29.4 4 
23.7 7 
19.8 8 
17.1 1 
15.2 2 

-2.5 5 
ttc c 

39.4 4 
34.3 3 
34.1 1 
33.8 8 
35.0 0 
35.2 2 

Vu>Vu> = 

ttu u 

40.5 5 
30.3 3 
24.4 4 
20.4 4 
17.5 5 
15.4 4 

-1.25 5 
ttc c 

40.5 5 
31.0 0 
29.5 5 
29.1 1 
30.7 7 
31.7 7 

Vu> Vu> 
ttu u 

43.0 0 
35.2 2 
25.8 8 
21.4 4 
18.2 2 
15.7 7 

== 0 
ttc c 

43.0 0 
32.2 2 
25.8 8 
22.4 4 
21.5 5 
22.9 9 

Thee other parameter for the the human capital technology (A) is cali-
bratedd so that the lowest 10 percentile ability agents spend 20% (6 years) in 
thee first period to learning and the highest 10 percentile ability agents spend 
80%% (24 years) of their time to learning. This results in A — 17.5. 

Thee distribution parameters are set as follows. Following e.g. Mirrlees 
(1971)) and Stern (1976), and Tuomala (1990), the mean of the logarithm of 
abilityy /ia is equal to -1 which is a normalization. The standard deviation 
off  ability aa is assumed to follow the standard deviation of the income dis-
tributionn which is roughly 0.4. The same standard deviation is assumed for 
thee initial endowments. The mean of the initial distribution is calibrated so 
thatt 26% of the agents are constrained in the absence of taxes and trans-
fers.. Shea (2000) finds that credit constraints are relevant for at least the 
25%% poorest agents. The correlation coefficient between endowments and 
abilityy is set at .4. Kremer (1997) and Shea (2000) find that the correlation 
betweenn children's educational attainment and parental educational attain-
mentt is approximately .4. If parental education is a good proxy for initial 
logg endowments a correlation of .4 seems reasonable. 

Optimall  tax rates under perfect capital markets tu and under credit mar-
kett imperfections tc are derived separately. The reason is that by doing so 
onee can judge the relative importance of credit market imperfections and the 
implicationss for optimal policies. Table 3.1 shows optimal tax rates for differ-
entt distributional assumptions when the elasticity of the production function 
77 is varied. Tax rates are derived for different means of initial income endow-
ments.. The middle column gives the base-case. In the left column, initial 
incomee endowments are lowered, whereas in the right column, they are in-
creased. . 
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Inn the base case scenario where 7 = .4 and fiu — —1.25, the optimal 
taxx rate equals 20.4%. Given the assumptions used, something similar as 
Sternn (1976) found in the case of endogenous labor supply was to be ex-
pected.. Stern finds an optimal tax rate on labor income of 22.3% when the 
elasticityy of substitution between consumption and leisure equals .4. Tax 
ratess increase if the elasticity of learning time in production of human cap-
itall  decreases. The reason is that taxes become less distortionary. Similar 
reasoningg holds for increasing the elasticity. With elasticities higher than .6, 
highestt ability agents get into corner solutions as they invest their maximum 
timee endowment in learning. 

Iff  the capital market is perfect, optimal tax rates are lower if mean en-
dowmentss are decreased. The reason is that there is less inequality. The 
reversee holds for an increase in initial endowments. The changes in optimum 
taxx rates due to changes in endowments are small however. The reason is 
twofold.. Income endowments are not taxed, and endowments only constitute 
aa small fraction of life-time incomes. 

Iff  credit markets are imperfect, optimal tax rates are significantly higher 
thann under perfect capital markets. For the base-case the optimal tax rate 
equalss 29.1% which is almost half as high as with perfect capital markets. 
Iff  initial income endowments are lowered, the tax rate increases to 33.8%, 
whereass if initial incomes are increased, the optimal tax rate almost equals 
thee tax rate under perfect capital markets (22.4%). The last finding implies 
thatt for mean income endowments that are high enough, credit constraints 
becomee non-binding. 

Apparently,, costs of imperfectly functioning capital markets are signifi-
cantt in terms of welfare compared to the welfare costs of taxation. This result 
iss reinforced when the elasticity of learning increases. The optimal tax rates 
underr perfect capital markets decrease because costs of taxation increase. 
Underr imperfect capital markets, the tax rate increases with the elasticity of 
thee learning function. The reason is that efficiency gains of taxation increase 
ass the marginal returns on human capital increase when the elasticity is 
higher.. Costs of taxation therefore increase less than the benefits of taxation 
ass the elasticity rises. Note also that the tax rate varies non-monotonically 
withh 7. A finding that is due to the fact that H is non-monotonically varying 
withh 7.19 

19Sternn (1976) found a similar non-monotonic pattern when varying the elasticity of 
substitutionn between leisure and consumption in a model with endogenous labor supply. 
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Tablee 3.2: Optimal tax rates (%) 

7 7 
0.1 1 
0.2 2 
0.3 3 
0.4 4 
0.5 5 
0.6 6 

HaHa = 
ttu u 

38.4 4 
27.5 5 
21.0 0 
16.5 5 
13.0 0 
10.2 2 

- 2 2 
ttc c 

38.4 4 
27.5 5 
21.1 1 
16.5 5 
13.0 0 
10.2 2 

HaHa = 

r r 
40.5 5 
30.3 3 
24.4 4 
20.4 4 
17.5 5 
15.4 4 

- 1 1 
ttc c 

40.5 5 
31.0 0 
29.5 5 
29.1 1 
30.7 7 
31.7 7 

Ha Ha 
ttU U 

42.3 3 
32.7 7 
27.3 3 
23.9 9 
21.8 8 
20.6 6 

- 0 0 
ttc c 

43.2 2 
42.0 0 
44.0 0 
46.0 0 
49.2 2 
52.3 3 

Meann ability is changed in table 3.2. If mean ability is lowered, optimal 
taxess under perfect capital markets are decreased from 20.4 to 16.5% (7 — .4) 
becausee the distribution of income becomes less unequal. The reverse holds 
iff  ability increased: taxes increase from 20.4 to 23.9%. Changes in optimal 
taxx rates are relatively small when mean ability changes. Note, however, 
thatt increases in ability are accompanied by significant increases in optimal 
taxx rates when there are credit constraints: from 29.1 to 46.0%. Increasing 
abilityy make more agents suffer from credit constraints because they learn 
more.. Consequently, efficiency gains from redistributive taxation are high. 
Whenn ability is decreased the optimal tax rate is sufficient to remove all 
creditt constraints, so that it is equal to the tax rate under perfect capital 
marketss (16.5%). 

Thee first column of table 3.3 shows optimal tax rates if the elasticity of 
abilityy in the production function for human capital (3 is changed. Under 
perfectt capital markets the tax rate tends to zero. The reason is that income 
inequalityy vanishes - see also proposition 1. An interesting feature is that the 
optimall  tax rate under imperfect capital markets remains largely constant 
forr a large range of parameter values. The optimal tax rate first declines and 
thenn increases at high levels of the of the ability elasticity. 

Thee second column gives the optimal tax rates when fixed costs of learn-
ingg K are changed. When direct costs are lowered, costs of taxation fall, be-
causee taxation becomes less distortionary. Consequently, optimal tax rates 
increase.. This holds for both the tax rates under perfect and imperfect credit 
markets.. The optimal tax rate is almost 50% under perfect capital markets 
whenn costs of education are small (K — 0.1). 

Inn the third column the interest rate increases from 4 to 12% per year. 
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Tablee 3.3: Optimal tax rates (%) 

/3 3 
.1 1 
.2 2 
.3 3 
.4 4 
.5 5 
.6 6 
.7 7 
.8 8 
.9 9 

ttu u 

2.8 8 
7.5 5 
12.3 3 
16.7 7 
20.4 4 
23.5 5 
26.2 2 
28.4 4 
30.4 4 

ttc c 

33.8 8 
31.0 0 
29.4 4 
28.9 9 
29.1 1 
30.5 5 
31.3 3 
32.4 4 
32.9 9 

K K 

.1 1 

.2 2 

.3 3 

.4 4 

.5 5 

.6 6 

.7 7 

.8 8 

.9 9 

ttu u 

49.2 2 
35.9 9 
28.4 4 
23.7 7 
20.4 4 
17.9 9 
16.1 1 
14.7 7 
13.5 5 

ttc c 

49.7 7 
42.2 2 
36.8 8 
32.5 5 
29.1 1 
26.5 5 
24.1 1 
22.3 3 
20.6 6 

r r 
3.32 2 
4.48 8 
6.05 5 
8.17 7 
11.02 2 
14.88 8 
20.09 9 
27.11 1 
36.60 0 

ttu u 

22.8 8 
21.1 1 
19.1 1 
17.1 1 
15.2 2 
13.5 5 
12.2 2 
11.3 3 
10.6 6 

ttc c 

41.1 1 
32.7 7 
23.5 5 
17.1 1 
15.2 2 
13.5 5 
12.2 2 
11.3 3 
10.6 6 

Pau) Pau) 

.1 1 

.2 2 

.3 3 

.4 4 

.5 5 

.6 6 

.7 7 

.8 8 

.9 9 

ttu u 

18.6 6 
19.2 2 
19.8 8 
20.4 4 
21.0 0 
21.6 6 
22.2 2 
23.0 0 
23.8 8 

ttc c 

30.0 0 
29.7 7 
29.6 6 
29.1 1 
28.8 8 
28.2 2 
27.6 6 
26.9 9 
26.9 9 

Higherr interest rates reduce optimal investments in human capital. Hence, 
creditt constraints become less important. When the interest rate is 7% or 
higher,, tax rates under perfect and imperfect capital markets coincide as 
creditt constraints cease to be important. 

Thee correlation between initial incomes and ability is varied in the fourth 
column.. Under perfect capital markets, optimal tax rates vary only littl e 
withh the correlation: there is only a difference of about 5 percentage points 
inn the tax rate when the correlation is increased from .1 to .9. One may 
concludee that, although there might be a lot of skewness in initial conditions 

thosee with high talents are likely to have good backgrounds - the tax system 
cannott alter this skewness via the taxes on human capital. The reason is 
againn twofold. First, most variation in the distribution of income is due to 
educationn choices. Second, initial endowments are non-taxed. Optimal tax 
ratess remain almost constant as well under imperfect capital markets. The 
optimall  tax rates decline when correlations between ability and endowments 
increase.. In this case the distortionary costs of taxation increase because 
creditt constraints become less important. The reason is that increasing the 
correlationn relaxes credit constraints especially for the high ability agents, 
whoo suffer most from capital market imperfections. Hence, the scope for 
progressivee taxes to correct capital market failures decreases. This increase in 
thee distortionary costs of taxation is apparently not off-set by increases social 
benefitss of taxation since there is more inequality with larger correlations 
betweenn endowments and ability. 

Inn table 3.4 we have calculated optimal tax rates on human capital where 
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Tablee 3.4: Optimal tax rates (%) 
A A 
.188 (10%) 
.366 (20%) 
.544 (30%) 
.722 (40%) 
.900 (50%) 

ttu u 

21.4 4 
22.5 5 
23.8 8 
25.3 3 
27.1 1 

ttc c 

32.5 5 
36.0 0 
40.0 0 
44.8 8 
49.6 6 

V V 

0 0 
.99 9 
2 2 
3 3 
oo o 

ttu u 

20.4 4 
28.9 9 
34.2 2 
37.8 8 
59.1 1 

ttc c 

29.1 1 
32.9 9 
35.9 9 
38.2 2 
59.1 1 

thee government requires some revenues A. Every .18 point of revenue corre-
spondss to a 10% of total human capital income in the base case scenario. As 
expected,, optimal tax rates increase with A. However, with imperfect capi-
tall  markets, increases in tax rates are much larger than with perfect capital 
markets.. The reason is that the poll subsidy is less suited to raise revenues 
underr imperfect capital markets. Therefore, the government relies more on 
thee distortionary tax to raise revenues if capital markets are imperfect. 

Preferencess of the social welfare function are changed in the last column 
off  table 3.4. The coefficient of relative inequality aversion v is increased. 
Interestingly,, at high enough levels of inequality aversion, i.e. with 'Rawl-
sian'' social preferences, optimal tax rates under perfect and imperfect capital 
marketss are equal. The reason is of course that a greater weight on equity 
inducess a more progressive tax-system, but alleviates credit constraints as 
well.. At high levels of inequality aversion no one is rationed and investments 
inn human capital are efficient. 

AA final remark with regard to the optimum tax rates under credit con-
straintss can be made. Inspection of tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 reveals that 
optimumm tax rates are quite similar - around 30% - when the elasticity of 
abilityy /3, the costs of education K, and the correlation between ability and 
endowmentss pau} are changed. Moreover, even if there is almost no inequality 
duee ability differences, i.e. when /3 goes to zero, optimum tax rates are still 
aroundd 30%. These findings echo the Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) result 
thatt in an optimal tax-system there should be production efficiency - given 
thee availability of sufficient instruments. In the current, second-best, setup 
instrumentss are not sufficient to achieve production efficiency. Nevertheless, 
itt seems that the government corrects for the capital markets imperfection 
ass much as possible. Apparently, this is the case when optimum taxes are 
aroundd 30%. 
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3.55 Conclusion 

Thiss Chapter augmented the theory of optimal income taxation by endoge-
nizingg earnings through investments in human capital. Special attention was 
devotedd to the presence of credit market imperfections that prevent (poor) 
agentss to invest optimally. It is shown analytically that the optimal tax 
schedulee is progressive even if redistributional concerns are absent. The rea-
sonn is that by means of redistribution of resources both from rich to poor 
andd from old to young, credit market imperfections are alleviated. By al-
lowingg for redistributional motives, the case for a progressive tax-schedule is 
strengthened.. Notably, both agents with low and high ability gain from redis-
tribution.. Low ability agents experience an equity gain. High ability agents 
sufferr more from imperfections on the credit market than low ability agents 
becausee they learn more. They consequently experience efficiency gains as 
theirr credit constraints are loosened by means of redistribution. These re-
sultss are confirmed in numerical calculations of optimal tax rates on human 
capital.. The most important finding is that optimal taxes on human capital 
aree significantly increased when credit market imperfections are present. 

Appendix x 

Householdd optimization 

Householdss maximize their utilit y function subject to the budget constraints 
inn both periods and the production function for human capital. The La-
grangiann for the problem is given by - suppressing the agent's indices a and 

CC = u{cu c2) + Ai(( l - t)w{\ - x)+u + g- KX - a - s) 

++ A2((l - t)wct>(.) + {l  + r)s + g- c2) - fis, 

wheree Ai, A2, and \i denote the Lagrange multipliers of the first and the 
secondd period budget constraint, and the non-negativity constraint on savings 
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respectively.. First-order conditions (FOC's) are given by: 

dC dC 
—— = uCl - Ai = 0, 
OCi OCi 

—— = uC2 - A2 = 0, 

dC dC 
—— = -Ai(( l - t)w 4- K) + A2(l - i)W'(-) = 0, 

__ = - A 1 - ^ + (l + r )A 2<0, 5 > 0, 5— = 0, 

acc _ ar 
c?Aii  <9A2 

dCdC dC 
- > 0 ,, »>0, , - = 0, 

wheree we assumed implicitly that ci, c2 > 0. The first two FOC's state that 
marginall  utility of consumption in both periods should equal their marginal 
valuee as reflected in shadow prices Ai and A2. The third FOC that marginal 
costss and benefits of learning must be equalized in an optimal solution. In 
thee fourth FOC and last FOC, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are given for an 
optimall  choice of s, where either savings are 0 if the constraint is binding - the 
marginall  value of a relaxation of the constraint, as measured by (u,, is positive 
-- or savings are positive if the constraint is non-binding - the marginal value of 
aa relaxation of the constraint is zero, i.e. /i = 0. The complementary slackness 
condition,, the last term, captures both these elements for an optimal choice. 
Thee fifth FOC restates that the two budget constraints must hold as strict 
equalitiess for an optimal choice. 

Wee can rearrange the FOC to arrive at the marginal rate of inter-temporal 
substitutionn in consumption: 

uuClCl _ Ai 
uuC2C2 A2 

Inversionn of this equation yields the Frisch demand equations given in the 
text.. The demand for inputs invested in education follows from inversion of: 

(11 — t)w + K A2 
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Derivationn of partial derivatives |^ and ^ 

First,, note that ^ = ^ | a n d f g = g j g . From the definition for H = 
w(lw(l — x) + W(f>{a\ x)/(l + r) follows: 

dxdx \ l + r J \ l + r \ w{\-t)J J 

wheree we substituted the first order condition for learning. Since A1/A2 > 
ll  + r and K > 0 the first term in brackets is always larger than 1. Next we 
needd to determine the signs of - 1 and | ^. 

Unconst ra inedd consumers 

Thee first-order condition for learning is: 

(11 - t)wox(a. x) = (1 + r)((l - t)w + K). 

I tt is immediately clear that j  ̂ = 0. Linearizing the first-order condition 
yields: : 

xx = 1, 
£<p<p £<p<p 

wheree x = dx/x and t = dt/(l — t) denote relative changes in learning time 
andd the tax rate, £$<p = —x<p"/4>' > 0 is the elasticity of marginal productivity 

off  learning, and uK = ( W,l^+K J > 0 is the share of direct costs in total costs 

off  education. From the fact that x/t < 0. follows that dx/dt < 0, and. hence. 

dtdt ^  u -

Constra inedd consumers 

Here,, the derivation is more complicated. The first-order condition for learn-
ingg is given by: 

u u 
(11 - t)w<£x(a, x) = —(u- (l -t) + K). 

Combinedd with the two budget constraints the level of x is determined. Lin-
earizingg the first order condition yields: 

- (C22 - c\) = -£$<j>x - vKt, 
a a 
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wheree a =  d l n ^ / ^ \ is the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution in con-
sumption,, and Ci = dci/cx, and c  ̂= dc^jc  ̂ denote the relative changes in 
consumption.. Linearizing the first period budget constraint gives: 

c\c\ = -lit-lxX + lgig, 

wheree 71 = (l — t)w(l — x)/ci is the share of first period labor income in total 
income,, j x = ((1 — t)w + K)xjc\ is the share of outlays on education in first 
periodd income, 7̂ 1 = gjc\ is the share of the lump-sum transfer in first period 
income,, and g = dg/g. Note that 71 + j x + j g \ + 7̂  = 1, where 7̂  = u/c\ is 
thee share of the transfer in first period consumption. The linearized second 
periodd budget constraint is given by: 

wheree 6$ = x<f>'f<f>  is the elasticity of the production function for human 
capital,, 72 = (1 — t)w<f>(.)/c2 is the share of second period income in second 
periodd consumption and 7ff2 = g/c2 denotes the share of the transfer in 
secondd period consumption (72 + 7ff2 — !)  Solving for x gives: 

. .. 7 1 -» + ^ . \ - ( 7 , . - 7 tf \ö_ 
, 7 2 ^^ + &£<t><t>  + 7x / \l2Scjy + osu + 7 

wheree G — a. It is clear that  ̂ > 0 in this case, since -£ > 0 due to 

lg\lg\ — lg2 > 0 because second period consumption is larger than first period 
consumption.. Therefore, |^ > 0. The sign of | | is derived as follows. First 
notee that 71 — 72 = 792

 — (1 — 7i)- We assume that 71 — 72 + OUJK > 0. 
Theree is a positive effect of taxation on learning since the share of second 
periodd income is higher than first period income, 71 < 72. The intuition 
forr this is effect is that the marginal value of second period income is more 
affectedd by taxation, than the marginal value of first-period income. Ai/A 2 

decreases,, and more time is spend on learning. We assume that the first 
effectt dominates the second effect, otherwise the problem is ill defined (both 
taxationn and the transfer exert a positive effect on learning). Consequently, 
ff  <0. 

Derivationn optimal tax formula with heterogeneous agents 

Thee first order conditions for the government are: 

ëG-LëG-L l. (*6G-'>  + *6GldF = 0< 
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Usee Roy"s lemma to establish that |^ = \\ and ^ — —Ai(it'( l — x)) 
\2U\2U,,é{a:x).é{a:x). The last expression can be rewritten so as to get: 

dVdV . w(j>(a;x) . TT , ,, . 
—-- = Ai— — Ai H + \2w0{a; x) 
otot 1 + r 

w4>(a\x)w4>(a\x) \2wé(a:x) 
XlH{1XlH{1~W{ï^7)'x;^ir~ ~W{ï^7)'x;^ir~ 

11 A2 
==  -\H \ i - x 

\\ \l + r Ai 
==  -\lH(l-q), 

wheree \ = w<p(a;x)/H is the share of second period income total income, 

andd q = x (j^ — ^ ) > 0 measures the welfare loss due to the capital 

markett imperfection. Substitution in the first order condition for G yields 

thee marginal costs of public funds (MCPF = 77/ J°° J°° ty'XidF): 

MCPFMCPF = r r y^dF= 1- rr^dF > L 
Jaa Jul l J a_ Jul o& 

Substitutionn of Roy's lemma in the first-order condition for the optimal tax 
ratee gives: 

_j_r_j_r ra^öH 

== _r r^H iF+  r r HdF + r r ^^i dF. 
JJ a_ Jui ' / J a_ Jui J o_ Jui I 

Definee the average weighted elasticity of life-time earnings w.r.t. the tax rate 
ass follows: 

__ J a Jui H ot ~ 
££ = r THdF > 

JaJa Ju) 
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Further,, define the normalized covariance between the marginal social value 
off  income A = ^'Aiand earnings H: 

rr  r vMdF r r HdF - r r v'hHdF 
**  = r rvXidFr THdF 

Jaa  L Ja_ Jw 

-cov[VX-cov[VXuuH} H} rr  r^'^idF r r^dF 
JaJa Ju>  Ja Ju> 

> 0 . . 

Duee to the concavity of utility and social welfare functions, the covariance is 
negativee so that the distributional characteristic £ > 0, see Dixit and Sandmo 
(1977). . 

Usingg these definitions, we can rewrite the expression for t: 

,000 roo ^ l H d F f°° f°° ^XRqdF 
LL _ .. Ja_ JUJ_ r) Ja Jul TJ ^ 

££ = 1 ^ — h 1-t1-t H H 

XHXH rCVMHdF + (n-\)CC^HdF 
XHXH XH 
f°°f°° f00 ^HqdF 

Ja_Ja_ JUJ_ r\ ^ 

XHXH - r r vx^HdF (MCPF -1) r r ^HdF 
Jett Jul x \ / Ja Jul TJ 

==  ~XH H 

 JUl T) 

H H 
-cov[V-cov[VffXXuuH]H]  [MCPF-1] 

+ + 
(( <? ) 
VV  MCPF / ' 

wheree H = £ ° £ ° Ha„dF(a,u): ^ = /fl°° J~ ^HdF/H > 0 is the 

incomee weighted inverse of MCPF, and ( ^ ^ ) - Ja°° £° ^qHdF/H > 0 
iss the income weighted marginal social welfare loss associated with the capital 
markett imperfection. The optimal tax rate satisfies: 

XHXH MCPF 
l l 

MCPF MCPF 

tt _ 1 / (MCPF - 1) | -j—q ö) ) 1-tt ë\ MCPF \MCPF 

Solutionn Cobb-Douglas case 

Thee solution of the pair of endogenous variables (ci,C2,x, s) for the unre-
strictedd agents (s > 0) is (note that g = G since g is set at 0 in the second 
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period): : 

xx = (\(\ + r)(l  + K/(\-t)w) 

ssuu = i ( ( l - t)w + u + G) - ~(1 + 7)((1 - *)«/ + K)ZU, 
zz 27 

c?? = i ( ( l - t)w + a; + G) + -L( l - 7)((1 - *)«> + «)*" , 

ĉ ^ = ^(1 + r)((l - *)«, + a, + G) + i - ( l - 7)(1 + r)(( l - £)«, + «)*" , 

wheree a superscript u denotes a solution in the unconstrained case. Further, 
thee solution (ci, c2, a:, s) for the constrained agents is: 

77 / ( l - t ) w + u; + G 

11 + 7 \ (1 -t)w + K 

scc = 0, 

[11 -£)«;+<j + G 
Cii  = 

11 + 7 
44 = (1- t)wAa0{xcy, 

wheree a superscript c denotes a solution in the constrained case. 
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